Robotic Inspectors

Drones check infrastructure integrity.
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30 INSPECTION BY DRONE
Large-scale infrastructure can be a dangerous environment for workers, but it is perfect for robots.

BY ALAN S. BROWN
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AND THEN THERE WERE TWO
Renewable power was once many things, but increasingly it’s just wind and solar.

BY JEFFREY WINTERS

18
ONE-ON-ONE
Disney’s Kathy de Paolo discusses engineering with imagination.

BY CHITRA SETHI
AUTOMATION COLLABORATION

What if we could teach robots to be more intuitive about what their human co-workers need?

BY LINA ZELOVINCH

PUMPING METAL

Researchers needed a way to move molten tin so they could store thermal energy. Enter the ceramic pump.

BY JEFF O'HEIR

BIOPRINTING HUMAN PARTS

Doctors seed a plastic scaffolding with stem cells to make new cartilage.

BY MELISSA LUTZ BLOUIN

ROOMBA'S BLUE PERIOD

An artist hacked robots to generate stunning images.

BY AGAM SHAH
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